


• Wood Report 

• Government to adopt more interventionist approach 

• Promote a different approach to late life production 

• Rapid move from COP to removal 

• Encourage on-going removal of idle infrastructure 

• Campaign to P&A suspended wells 

Bill Cattanach – Head of PILOT Secretariat, Industry & Technology Development, DECC

UKCS DECOMMISSIONING 
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ABB Group

 Headquarters: Zurich, Switzerland

 More than 150,000 employees in about 100 countries 

 Orders in 2013: £39 billion

 Focus on the, oil & gas, chemical, metals, pharmaceuticals and power 

sectors

 500 employees 

 UK Offices Warrington, Billingham, Aberdeen and Hull

 World-class safety performance 

 Operating Globally in Azerbaijan, Belgium, Denmark, Ireland, Malaysia, 

Netherlands, Norway, S.Africa, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Thailand, UAE & 

USA

ABB Consulting

“A leading international technical consultancy 

focussed on oil & gas and process industries”
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Asset Decommissioning

 Safe and cost effective management through to the 

complete lifecycle

 Approximately £1b of projects in the last 25+ years

 Services provided:

 Optioneering, Feasibility Studies and Estimates

 Demolition and Decommissioning management

 Environmental permit management

 Land remediation

 Mothballing studies and sustenance actions

 Programme management

 Project management and control

 Work package prioritisation and planning

Product Areas



Typical Project– Major Plant Decommissioning



Asset Timeline
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First 

Hydrocarbons

Original 

Design Life
C O P Decomm

0 - 1 circa 25 (+ 5 - 10)35 ?

40 ?

50 ?

Longer
Years

 Many assets date from the 1970s

 Now operating beyond design life



Late Life 

Operations

Preparation for Decommissioning

Well Abandonment

Cleaning and 

Decommissioning

Removal Options

Decommissioning 

Methodology

Re-use Options

COP

Hydrocarbon 

Free

Modifications and Upgrades

Recycling Options

Design for Decommissioning

Stage One

Gate One

Stage Two

Late Life Inventory Management/Topside Preparation

Consider
What can 

we do here?



Revitalisation Process 
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Evaluate Removal 

Options

Execute

Preparation 

Decommissioning Study 

Asset RecoverySingle Lift
Piece Large

(modules)
Piece Small



Preparing for Decommissioning 

 Identify the equipment that needs to remain serviceable 

after COP.

 Health & Safety considerations

 Navigation requirements

 Reduction of decommissioning & dismantling costs 

 How it‟s going to be inspected and maintained

 Systems, Procedures, Cranes, Laydown Area, 

Housekeeping, Welfare etc.??

 Decontamination and isolation requirements

 Predicted equipment condition, will the equipment continue 

to be fit for purpose until it is no longer required 

 Resale value (protect the Asset Value) or scrap 
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Range of some of the issues faced

Unknown 

condition of 

equipment

Unknown 

Timescales &

Budgets

Mothballing / 

on going 

Maintenance

Varying 

rates of 

deterioration

Obsolescence

Out of date

drawings

Loss of 

workforce &

Knowledge

Well 

Abandonment

Quality of 

inspection 

records

Gaps in 

maintenance

records

Regulatory

requirements
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Preparing for COP

 “We believe everything you tell us, yet 
we believe absolutely nothing.”

 Clinical approach to identify what not to 
do

 Quality of Information

 Late life operational issues

 Well Abandonment (may occur prior to 
COP) -

 Shutdown, depressurisation, removing 
residual hydrocarbons, flooding of 
pipelines

 Disconnection of pipework and cables 
across the modules boundaries

 Physical state of the plant

 Establish existence and quality of 
information sources
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Asset recovery and challenges to enable re-use of 
plant and equipment

 Considerations:

• What is the „actual‟ condition of plant, integrity – In service 

damage may prevent re-sale.

• Historic records for maintenance, repairs and reliability

• A contaminated item may not necessarily be a risk. - What 

is contaminated ?

• Tests and examinations including Insurance records, CE 

Marking?

• Legal / Transfer of Responsibility for movement of 

contaminated plant and equipment across Borders.
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Some learning from on shore?

 Never decommissioned a fully decontaminated plant 

 Asset Recovery – start 3 years before COP 

 Maintain and protect the Asset Value

 Access equipment not maintained / inspected, 20% increase 

in project costs due to the need for alterative methods of 

access

 Quantifying Materials – it is not all just scrap

 Quality of Information

 Increased credit (paid to the customer) 1000%



Conclusions

 Plan, plan, plan 

 Its not just about Equipment and CAPEX

 Its also about People, Organisation and Systems

 Its also about maintaining components critical to 

safety/reuse

 Its also about convincing the Regulators and Stakeholders 

that you have control

 Control your inventory with a good system.

 Start early, so it doesn‟t become overwhelming later

 Finally, its about NO SURPRISES and Managing RISK!
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Managing Equipment over its Life Cycle

Initial 

Operation

Mature 

Stage

Ageing 

Stage

End of Life 

Stage

Number of 

Failures or 

Accumulated 

Damage

Time

Managing 

Equipment Life 

starts here!

Starting at this stage 

is more difficult!





Decommissioning Relief Deeds: Process, 
Impact and Opportunity

Guy de Speville

May 2014



Agenda

1. Background 

2. Intent

3. Process

4. Impact

5. Opportunities



1. BACKGROUND

- Declining Assets

- Large Decommissioning 

Costs

- Need to Attract Investment

- Strong Statutory Regime



Petroleum Act 1998 (DECC)

‒ S.29 Notice requiring decommissioning plan may be served on 

broad range of participants.

‒ DECC not obliged to withdraw S.29 notice upon transfer of 

recipient‟s interest.

‒ Despite withdrawal, recipient would remain potentially liable 

under S.34.

‒ DECC may block transfers of control and may require security to 

be posted.

‒ Effectively, joint and several liability on responsible entities.



Decommissioning Security Agreements (DSA)

‒ DSA aims to protect sellers from continuing exposure to decom

liability.

‒ DSA negotiations can delay transactions.

‒ DSA is separate from JOA. 

‒ Level of required security is evaluated periodically.

‒ Security is held by independent professional trustees.

‒ DECC may take DSA into account when assessing decom

security risk upon transfer.



DSA continued

‒ Until recently, required security under DSAs calculated on a pre-

tax basis (without regard to current levels of available tax relief).

‒ Security calculated on a pre-tax basis because of lack of 

certainty that relief would continue to be available.

‒ Need to attract continued/increased investment in offshore North 

Sea has led to steps by HMG designed to encourage such 

investment.



2. Decommissioning 
Relief Deed - Intent



HMG‟s Intent for DRD 

‒ Remove uncertainty with regard to tax relief available in the 

future in order to:

‒ Advance the goal of maximising the economic recovery of the 

UK‟s oil and gas reserves (encourage investment, defer 

decommissioning); and

‒ Maintain revenues for the exchequer.



Without Certainty (No DRD) 

‒ Security for decom costs calculated on pre-tax basis.

‒ Capital tied up pursuant to DSAs for full (pre-tax) decom costs.

‒ Risk of companies ceasing production in a declining asset 

prematurely to crystallise current relief.



With Certainty (with DRD) 

‒ Simplifies A&D, DSA‟s easier to negotiate.

‒ Post-tax DSA frees up capital for investment

‒ For asset evaluation, future decom liabilities can be assessed on 

a post-tax basis.

‒ Participants can plan longer term based on expectation of certain 

relief relating to decom costs.



Current Relief 

‒ 100% capital allowance is available on all decommissioning 

expenditure.

‒ HMRC provides tax relief on decom costs when incurred at a 

total rate of either 75% or 50% depending on date of field 

development consent.

‒ Losses incurred as a result of decommissioning can be carried 

back to 2002 and offset against previous profits. 



What does DRD do?

‒ DRD executed by HMG and companies that are or have been 

subject to UK‟s oil and gas fiscal regime.

‒ DRD is essentially a contract for difference with HMG: HMT will 

pay if, when decom costs are incurred, relief achieved is less 

than relief currently available under Finance Act 2013 (the 

“reference amount”).

‒ Effectively, a stabilisation mechanism as to tax relief on decom

costs.



What does DRD do? (continued)

‒ If DRD holder is meeting another party‟s decom costs (default 

scenario): 
– Relief guaranteed at 30% with respect to RFCT and 20% with respect to 

Supplementary Charge.

– DRD holder will receive at least same level of PRT relief that the defaulting 

party would have received, or greater if based on holder‟s own tax history.  

‒ If DRD holder is meeting its own decom costs (non-default 

scenario):
– Reference amount calculated by aligning with rate of tax paid, subject to cap 

of 20% relief with respect to Supplementary Charge.

– If PRT has been abolished, DRd holder will still be able to access PRT relief.



Entitlement

‒ Qualifying companies are those that:
– Have carried on a ring-fence trade, or

– Are associated with a company carrying on a ring-fence trade, or

– Have been associated with a company carrying on a ring-fence trade at that 

time, or

– In the case of plant, machinery or land situated in UK sector of a cross-

boundary field, any company that is a party to a JOA or UOA in relation to 

that field.

‒ DRD not available to:
– Companies that finance oil and gas activities but do not undertake them, or

– Contractors who are not within the ring-fence

– BUT rights may assigned by way of security



3. PROCESS



Process

‒ Company requests DRD from Government – guidance and 

application form available on HMT website (www.gov.uk/)

‒ HMT and HMRC conduct eligibility checks.

‒ If relevant, company requests PRT certificate



Process continued

‒ If DRD holder or other entitled company makes a claim:

– HMT and HMRC together process the claim.

– HMRC decides if claim is valid.

– HMT makes payment.



4. IMPACT 



Impact

‒ Amount of security required now calculated on a post-tax basis 

i.e. less.  

‒ Certainty around available relief should simplify negotiation of 

DSA and therefore facilitate transactions.

‒ Reduced cost of required security should make assets more 

attractive.

‒ Capital that may otherwise have been required to fund security 

now freed up for investment.



5. OPPORTUNITIES



Opportunities

‒ Asset valuation plans will need to be reassessed.

‒ Pre-existing DSAs and other security arrangements will require 

amendment, re-valuation and re-negotiation. Will parties no 

longer with an interest in the UKCS be willing to amend?

‒ Likely to play an important role in late life asset management.

‒ May lead to incremental investment and deferred 

decommissioning.



Conclusion

‒ Bold step to promote investment by addressing perceived 

political risk and facilitating acquisition by smaller companies.

‒ DRD does not protect participants in UKCS from possible future 

increases in income tax.

‒ Will it make UKCS more competitive for global capital?

‒ Work to be done reassessing valuations of late-life assets, 

amending existing DSA and facilitating incremental investment. 
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